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Preface
The word stereotype 'was first used in 1798 to
describe a printing process by which a molded plate
could turn out exactly the same page over and over
again.

In the wake of the Industrial Revolution, artisans
mourned the loss of their craft. Pride in original
work and individual styte became rare, even
eccentric. By the thousands, products were stamped
out in conformity with a single pattern, and work-
ers who manufactured them became inter-
changeable.

Now the word stereotype refers most often to a
mental process by which we assume that certain
groups of people are all alike and ought to be treated
the same. We rush to say that a girl is "pretty" even
if she is not, 3'nd, we may fail to notice her real gifts.
We iike to.praise a boy for being "strong" or "brave!'
We commend Black children fokbeingathletic.

Our cartoons portray Native Americans wearing
feathers and saying, "How!" Our newspapers
identify Gypsies only when they are fortune-tellers
or vagabonds. Our laws declare that women need
to be protected from harsh working conditions that
mei; can be paid to endure.

These are stereotypes. Thoughsometimes based
on the truth, they distort reality. They influence
students and teachers every day, and yet we seldom
discuss them in the classroom orhelp our students
to cope with them.

N4*,

e
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Fok his tenth birthday, our older son, Lars.
recerVed a fine red sweatshirt from his grand-
parents. He thanked them and tried it on but has
not worn it since. When we asked hirn why, he
said sheepishly, "The kids would tease me. They
say that red is onl for girls."

A few days ago, Lars mentioned that girls ani,
boys always sit at separate, tables in the cafeteriN.
The boys are often mean to each other,'he said, and
he would rather eat with theigirls. Buthe knew
that others would rikticule him if he sat al!he girls'
table.

We adults fool ourselves when we suggest that
this kind of segregation is voluntary and innocent.
For many children: it is an untlealthy state forced
on them by the taunts of a few aggressive cl'ass-
mates.

My husband and I are cautious not to place the
burden of our conyictions on a child with worries
of his own. Yet we would have him believe that
prejudice is not a fact of life and can be changed.

How does he cope with prejudice at school?
Sometimes, he says, he has apologized to a girl



when boys have been mean to her. Sometime's he
has.argued with the'offenders. But then the other
children say that he is in love with the girl, and he'.
isn't happy about that either. We understand that
sometimes he can do nothing.

Does he think his teacher could discuss these
issues with the class? could she olierrule the forced
segregation in the cafeteria? He thinks that migbt
work, but he's not sure how to ask her for help.

It is hard for most of'us to raise the sUblect of sex
roles. TIlose whopbserve rules of decorum and
kindness hesitate'to challenge another person's
traditional behavior. It seems toe critical of their
good intentions. It,may also'probe painfully close
to the raw nerves of our private lives. Questioning
sex roles makes us feel disloyal to people we love.

Some of Lksare comfortable intraditional sex
roles and resent those who doubt their worth for
themselves. OtherS seek shelter in the masks of
femininity and masculinity, only to feel sick atthe
charade.

Perhapewe first tried on the masks with tbe
innocence of a children's costume party. We were

2'

fascinated by the romance of the roles, and we
needed a cover to carry our shaky identities through
adolescence.

But, as the party ends and the masks come off,
'we find that we have made commitments without
undewtanding. Now we are responsible to raise a
new generation of childeen..And we see them
happily trying on the masks we would like to
discard.

Though we would not forbid children to play at
traditional roles, we ought to point out the stereo-.
typic assumptions that_shape and preserve those .

voles.
We should warn of the danger wpenkohe roles of

one group domineer' anothermeA lording it over
women, career women over homemakers, the
married over the single, tbe privileged over the dis=
advantaged, tbe healthy over the handicapped, the
liberal over the conservative, the beautiful over the
plain. The list goes on and on, or it can be taken in
reverse. At times we need to draw children out of .

tir costume corner when there art other things to

This workbook is designed to help us confront'
the power of the feminine and masculine mystiques
and of all the maskswe put on ourselves and others.
Old'masks and stereotypes can become teaching
tools as we uncover the faces and feelings behind
them.

0
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Venture Bqyond Stereotypes is the basic workbook
for an inservice teacher-training course on sex-
role stereotypes. The work can be covered in eight
two-hour meetings or expanded if participants wish
to plan further activities.

Since the course includes many standard tech-
niques used in workshops on human relations, the
ideal group is about twelve people whosil in 'a, circle
And address each other by first names. However,
the material can be adapted to a larger classroorn
setting in which participants break into small
groups for discussion.

Many districts have opened these teachers' work-. shops to others including school administrators,

00°
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office staff, paraprofessionals, students, parents,
and the community.

A number of educational stations plan to broad-
cast the television series,JilIand Jack /Fiction and
Fact, which is reCommended for use with this
course. Where the shows are not being aired, a
workshop may rent the videccassettegifor viewing
with a tape deck and television monitor. These
shows will help to enlarge the focus of the course.

,
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The workshop oh the mastuline mystique corns first in this:serie" s, not-Westin
-Men always clo,.but rather as an unabashed attempt to get rnerfinvolved ia the

course. For gtiod reason, we tend to,think df sx-role stereotyping as.a wemsaal,

,Problem.
Some women discover thetr strength bett r br themselves than ig mixed

grou After:all, most men have been raised t ake chtirge. Women frac***

underestimate their oWn abiliiies and look to' n for leadership.

But the goal of these workshops is to,gro beyond separatism and see what

we can le4kn from each other. Some men, bec use of their sex, have gai,ned

that they can pass on tb Women, just as wdmer have learned other skills Out they ,

.cab share with men.
This course has been desgned for everybn s participation. No in4iviiimal o:r

group can dominate unless the others let them.

1.4
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The Masculine Mystique
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Groupwork: Introduce yourseV
It is easier to categOrize and dismiss people as stereo-
types than to take them seriously as individuals. If you
al-e entering this workshop with a group of strangers,
you may already be "tyjiing" others in the room. What
did you notice first about another personsex, race,
age, marital state, style of dress, accent, job status?
Have you already "summed up" anyone on the basis
of these superficial characteristics?

Do you wonder,what various people in the room
are thinking about you? Perhaps there have been
times when you felt Wrongly stereotyped by others.

After the group is seated in a circle, please
introduce yourself. Say your name, and then tell the
group one way in Which you think other people may
stereotype you. How does this affect your behavior
toward them? How does it make you feel?

Pay close attention as other members of the group
take their turns. Listen carefully to their feelings. At
the next workshop, you will have a chance to recall
how each person has sometimes felt stereotyped.

My name's PM Johnson. Sometimes people
stereotype me because I'm single and have
no children of my own....

I'm Noel Williams. I feel like people
stereotype me because I'm a Republican.

;

4

4,0

Teletast: The masculin.e mystique
Discussions orsexism usually focus on women and

.how they will benefit by the eliminatien of sex-role°
stereotypes. But what.about men? What win they
gain fro'm understanding sex roles?

Author Warren Farrelto-glines some of the
restrictions men nilust accept in a sexist society:
pressures to succeed in business; responsibility for
being the primary breadwinner; cohstraints on
demonstrating physical affection. Such expectations
may inhibit men's emotional growth and trap then& in
.unsatisfying careers.

The program includes an interview with a Brooklyn
family, Mattie and Bernard Forman and their son
Alan, who are beginning to question the traditional
male roles. This raises sOme conflict and they openly
discuss their feelings.

In a studio demonstration, students role-play and
react to an incident in which a young man feels
troubled by his family's'expectations. High school
teacher Lew Smith discusses this and other techniques
for examining the male sex role in the classroom.'

After vie,wing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "The Masculine Mystique," in the
appendix.

Resources:
abeborali S. David and RobeK-Brannoo, eds., The

Forty-Nine Percent Minority: The Male Sex Role
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley' Publishing
Company, 1976),

Aarren Farrell, The Liberated Man (New York:
Bantam Books, 1975).

Marc Feigen Fasteau, The Mak Machine (New York:
McGraw 11-1ill Book Company, 1974).

Pat Sullivan

16
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Grotipwork: Feminine/Masculine
People who use the wordsgeminine and masculine
often have a hard time defiqing exactly what tliey
mean by these terms, Tajce (A) seconds and let people
in thegroup call out characteristics that they associate)
with feminine while-one person writes the list on the
board. Then do the same for masculine.

Look over the lists. Do they c4arify an objective
definitiOn of th`e wOrds feminine and masculine, or do
they:indicate subjective judgments? Compare a
dictionary definition of each word.

Copy the feminine list into the first column on the
chart. For each word, decide as a group whether this
characteristic is healthy or unhealthy in a woman, and
Put a plus or minus in the-seCond column. After
completing the second column, decide how the group
feels about each characteristic in a man. Put a plus or
minus in the third column. Complete the masculine
list the same way.

On your own list, circle the characteristiciwhich
you like to find in people around you.

Now talk awhike about your feelings during this
exercise. Did any ofthe words make you feel uncom-
fortable about your own sblf-image? Why were those
particular views of femMinity and masculinity
disturbing to yot.0

For the rest' of this course, try not to'use the words
feminine and masculine. Refer to specific
characteristics instead,

111
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TheMascullne Mystique

Homework: How to use your feellnbs In
this course
Throughout this course, you will be asked to report
your feelings. You may be uncomfortable doing this if
you learned that it is selfish to start rntences with

In order to report thifeeling honestly to the group,
you would have to say something like, 1 feel
uncomfortable talking about iny feelings. I'm not sure
Ixant to be in this workshop." If youore ableto say
that much, you are well Qn your way to meeting the
basic requirement of the "&urse.

To get started, let me mention one of my own
childhood experiences. In .fourth grade we learned
about music. I remember almost nothing from the
year except one incident, which stands out vividly.
The teacher had called me to.the board where she
had drawn a musical staff and treble clef. With
enunciation that scoured the farthest corners of the
room, she told me to show the class the position of
middle C.

I,swayed,at the boaril and clutched the chalk tray.
Five lines, and one of them was middle C. I knew I
should guess, but I only starecniumbly as she
year ted the order. ,

By then it was clear that I did not knoW, and I
sensed hbr exasperation. She drew a decisive little 'it'
line beneath the staff and hung a circle on it. "There!"
she said. "There is middle Cl" I felt as though she had
tricked me.

I fled back to my seat trying to mask the disaster
inside. Wh.y had she shamed me in front or the others?
i mug have done something horribly wrong to make
her so angry at me. What.vgas if, and why couldn't I
remumber? Would she tell my parents? Would I be
held back 9yehr? 1,

8 k,

ft

No

I stretched my eyes wide to hold back the tears and
stared at the other notes she was drawing orf"the staff.
What were they? Was I the oply one in the room who
did not know? How could I ever catch up? What was
wrong with me?

That memory could illustrate a recent gtudy which
showathat girls tend to take academic criticism as a
personal failing; while boys are more able to be
philosophical about their school performance because
they are likely to have developed their e'pA in other
places than just the classroom. Research su4ests that
a b'oy in the situation I experienced would'probably .

return to his seat more contemptuous of the teacher
than of himself. .

Many of us are fascinated by these new findings of
how and why the sexes have been conditioned to
behave differently. But, fOr the moment, I wciuld like

' to use the middle C story to point to a broader concern.
At the school I attended, teachers consider it a

sign.of professionalism to set-aside their feelin and
get on with die lesson at hand. le fourth grade e9 I
could not answer the teacher's juestion, I kne
enough to hide my feelings as though .they did not
matter. I Mentioned the incident to no one, liut it
quickly returns to nie now as my strongest memorylof
that class. For years I lost touch with what the
moment meant to me. By the time learned a master's
degree, J was emotionally illiterate.

This is the nub of our problem. Most of our educa-
tional process aims for clear thinking, precise logic,
and objectivity. Our feelings typically short out these
intellectual circuits anefill our arguments with static.

Because"feelings disrupt the syllabus, educators
develop a repertoire of methods to eliminate subjec-
tivity, an academic code-word for emotional
responses. Here is the cryetal link to stereotype&
which are nearly always subjective and yet arc %idely
influential both in and out of the clagsroom.Teachers
themselves are often oblivioua to the stereotypes
which goverii their own behavior, because these

CR

r-

4

emotions, deeply rooted in 4,past, have been paved
tver with the concrete of academic objectivity.

In short, tialse stereotypes hurt because they stir
emotions that affect our behavior. An intellectual
discussion orstereotypes will not teach u what we
need to know about them. Finally, we must face our
feelings.'

For homework, please read the three sections that
follow, and'then fill in the charti. Do not try to
complete the charts immediately%Give yourself.time
to praptice the skills:

1. Focus on your feelings.
2. Report your feAlings dirdetly.
3. Listen with.respect to the feelings of others.

1. Focus on your feelings.
Though you may not be aware of them, feelings are
always with you. Can you feel youtr tongue touching
the roof of your mouth?-That feeling has always been
there, but perhaps you never thought -about i isgOl

you focused on it just now. You can focus on our
emotional feelings in the sc way.

Stop reading fcer'a while a11 recall the feeli gs
you've had today. Note that yorTày h ve feelings
about feelings. For example, if you are 4ngry at
some,one, but you believe that it is wror to be angry,
then you are likely to feel both anger. d guilt.

As you isolate and identify each of your own feel-
ings, write it down. Then think track to the time when
you began to feel this way. That moiiient meant some-
thing special to you.

Sometimes it is easier to start with the moment
itself and then to. focks on the feeling it gave you:
Here are some samp16entries to help you begin your
o n chart:

2
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Fe&lng 01 .

At whet moillent did it start?

"When Charlie began coughing in his sleep last 6

,

What did that moinentrnean to me?.

"I knew I would be the one to get out/Of bed abld
give him cough' syrup."

What is the feeling I have?

"Resentment."

Feeling 02

A( what moment did it start?

"When I tried to decide whether to wake up Plck to
take care of Charlie4'

What did that moment mean to me?

"Jack always says to wake him up if the children
need help, but I can't bring myself to do it. sr
that my sleep and my job are just as important ai
his, but,I don't think he means it. Maybe I don't
think it's true. Besides, wily doesn't he wake him-
self up? Why do have to make that decision and
all decisions abo t the children?"

What is the feeling I

"Some0 this s still
and, maybe third f

Feeling 01

p

At what moment did it start?

14'ihat did that mo eivean to me?

What is the reeling-1 have?

Feeling 02

I'

At what it start?

What did that moment mean to me?

dit'd

440
What is the feeling I hil've?

esentment. Some is self-doubt
cling, pettiness."

V.
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Tha Masculine Mystique
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- 2. Report your feelIngedlrectly.. '
Here'are some of the ways that we can report our
feelings.

'

4.

Which feelings,doyou find easier to report?
Physical or gnotional? Past or present? Positive or
negative? Firtt, second, or third persore

.

. On the chat below, keep a record of the feelings
you Shear reported over the next few days.

, ,. Past , Present . past , Present

_.
c.)

75

.c
a.

",
to "I felt ill."

4.

.,
"I am tired." ,

..

,

.

,
. . . .

.

.

.
.

.

0).
F.-.

0o .

.

." I felt wonderfully
rested."

.

4 .

"I feel great!" .
.

-' .

.

o..

,

c

ILI

.

"I felt lonelier than exer
before in my first year

of marriao?'

, afraid that I have .
cancer." _

1

, .

.

Tic

a
"I was angry that you "I am bored by our

conversation."
"I am afraid yo

like me."

<

.

.
.

didn't call and afraid-
that something had

happened to you."

"I felt embarrassed when
she acthd $0 coy with "I am afraid bf him when

she drinks." ..

,

.

,

,.

c*le "I enjoyed every minute
of it."

"I'm feeling very self-

confident about this
. test."

4 t
,

,

,

(3.

1

a

.

"I was very proud of
/ ' ,you.

14."I feel more relaxed now
'than when we started

talking.",
.

,

.

.

.

.

..

.

.
.

0

,........a.,
felt inspired by her

forthrightness."
.

"I feel very committed to.
this city."

.
.

.

v

.

10
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Some feelings are so difficult to report that we avoid - Or we maw express our feelingkindireetly by pro- We may/express our feelings indirectly by attribut-

doing to. But the feelings stay with us, and we ot/en jeCting them onto someone else's character in a way ing them to someong else or to society in gener4I: .
express them indirectly in our body. WIguage or that is neither accurate nor fair:

4

attitudes. These Cfpressions are more likely to offend .
.

,
and alienate people than if we had reported our feel-
ings at the beginning. Here are some examples: ,.

.
)

WPRESSUN
(What we-say)

'FEELING
(What we mean)

I'm feeling annoyed
by all this talk."

6

giaRESSION ') FEELING IS N
(What we sa(What we say) N (What we mean)

FE LI
at we mean

("Isn't that just like
a woman (man)?"

II



The Masculine Mystique

In these discussions, the goal is to avoid imprecise
expressionand to say wkat you feel directl.y. Report
your feelings from tho past:

'ln the seventh grade, whenever 1. walked past the
carpentry hop or the athletic field, I felt I was in
alien territory and unwelcome, there. I never had
that feeling in sch661 before, but suddenly, in junior..
high, they had boys' areas and girls' areas. They
used to tell gipls.that we'd ge hurt or we'd be in the
way if we-went near the sho machinery, the pole
vault, backstage, or other pla es like t hat. I still feel

-afraid when I pass a fire hous or a constructiori.
site, or any other 'men:s area,' though I'm going
to be hurt if I go any closer or 'II make someone

,-nlad at me:'

Awl report your feelings in the wesent:

i feel uncomfortable in this disc ssion group bee.ause
itie:tes are so many inore wpmeii hair mem. liii nof
sure.l Can honestly get in'touch7 ith Other feelags..

wo.nderipg.wiTtliffi.6 ight .to be here."-,

3. Listen bxith respeCt to the fe ngs of others.

A. DON'T ANAI.Y4E.
Avoid this response- "Mayhe you have a hard time
relating to men because you never Tally felt
minfortable with your father-J.1i

'Better response: 'Isar you mention sonic particular
things that I or other men do which make you feel
uncomfortable with us?"

13. DONT JUD(4i.
Avoid this response: "You're really racist to feel afraid

' of Black iwople in general.-
&tter respmse: you were able to.say that
even in iriy presence. Sometimes I ftel frightened of
Wkite people. Art: there particular things about me
that sc4c.you?"

C. DON'T FORBID.
Avoid these repponses. "How caii you-say'that?"
"Cheer up! as had as.all that."
"It -isn't nice to feel duttNjay." °'
Better response: "Can you say more about die

'moments when you've felt that way?" '

4
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Forwhatever reasons, miso as appeared throughout history in many cul.

tures. According to the Greelii; Zeus created the first mortal woman, Pandora, as
dipunishment ,to man.

Tho Hebrews accused Eve of sullying thea felationship with G6d. Her sin

was geeking knowledge; her punishment was pain in childbearingtand. Sub-

iection to her husband.
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The Feminine Mystique

Groupwork: Introduce yourself again
Introduce yourself as you did at the last workihop, but
this tiriv givennly your name. Someone else in the
room should respond by repeating your name and
recalling one way in which you have sometimes felt
stereotyped. Each member should take a turn.

Then, in a group with one or two other people,
discus's your homework on feelings. Throughout these
workshops be prePared to stop and talk about your
feelings, particularly if you find the group getting
swamped with too many ideas and becoming insensi-

. tive to each other's feelings.

Pat, I remember you saying that you felt
, stereotyped as a single person. Some married

teachers act as though they're better than you.
This annoys you, but you feel petty saying

14
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Didn't you mention the way some parents
imply that you can't really understand chil-
dren, since.you haven't any f your own?
I think you said that you stif up and
become very formal withithem. ou'd like to
be more relaxed, but you resent their intrusion
into your private life.

4%4
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Telecast: The feminine mystique
Young women today have many more opportunities
open to them than in the past. Those who have been
raised to value tradi,tional female roles may find these
new choices confusing. They seek to balance the ex-
pectations of their upbringing with the challenge of
being whole women in tomorrow's world.

Three young women, Bonnie Forman, a musician,
Diane Kaldany, a secretary, and Altagracia Santana, a
student, talk of their family backgrounds, personal.
choices, and plans for the future.

High school teacher Mary McAulay discusses the
media images of women with her social studies class;
Which pictures perpetuate a myth, and which Ones
show reality?

Joyce Johnson, who grew up in Louisville, Ken-
tucky, and came to New York as a young*mother, is
interviewed by her teenage daughter Katherine John-
son. It is a sign of the times that both women are
standing on the threshholds of new careers. What has
Joyce learned from her life* far? How does she hope
Katherine's life Will be different?

After viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "The Feminine Mystique," in the
appendix.

Resources:
Nancy Fraizer and Myra Sadker, Sexism iSchool

and Society (New York: Harper and Rkw, 191)3).
Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (Nw York:

II, 1963).
Lucy misar, The New Feminism (NewPYork:

Frankhn Watts, 1971).
See also the extensive publications of The Feminist

Press, Box 334, State University of New York, Old
Westbury, New York 11568.

Pat Sullivan



Homewoil: Wouldn't you know?
For phatever reasons, Misogyny has appeared
throughout history in many cultures; Adcording to the
Greeks, Zeus created the first mortal woman, 4.

'Pandora, as a punitihment to man.
The Hebrews accused Eve of sullying Uri r relation-

ship with God. Her sin was seeking knowfedge;.her
punishment was pain in childbearing and subjection to
her husband.

Seafarers on the Isle of,Man talked of an evil
goddess who turned into a wren. Every year the boys
and men declared a holiday and dressed heroically for
a grand hunt that swept the island clean of female
wrens. They claimed that this yearly ritual assured
their safety on the winter seas.

Colonists in Maryland tried to quell a storm by, .

.throwing an old woman into the sea.
Puritans in Massachusetts thought they could settle

disruptions in their society by killing the womenwho
presumablyphad bewitched them.

In West Africa, male societies of the Ibibio disguised
themselves as ancestral spirits and paraded through
the villages. During these ceremonies, they chased and
sometimes killed women who Ventured out of their
homes.

To maintain order in their universe, the Skidi
Pawnee of the North American plains "married" a

woman to the Morning Star with an elaborate ritual
i9 which milt male of the village shot an arrow into
the bride. Fathers and uncles helped boys who were
too small to bend the bow themselves.

Women still are charged with cauising all kinds of
male distress. Richard Nixon blamed Watergate on
Martha Mitchell. Former Representative Wayne Hays
accused paramour Elizabeth Ray of causing his down-
fall as he skirted the issue of his questionable payroll
practices. "The polls show I'd win," tbe stormtossed
politician reportedly declared in declining to seek a
fifte th term, ,"but I don't want to give that woman a
chane to make another appearance."-

People still avoid blamIng a man for his short-
co(nings. Instead the fin6r of accusation points
toWard his mother. He is called son ofa bitch.

The New York City Department of Health and the
Red Cross display a poster of a lonely child siiying,
"My best friend Tommy is very sick with the measles.
His mothtr forgot taget his,..shots. Tommy said he
might never get all better. I wish his mother didn't
forget." The poster mentions nothing-of fathers.

The star of "Baretta" admits that his television
success broke up his marriage. But he sidesteps the
question of his oWn responsibility. He blames it all on
"Lady Luck."

Psychiatrists remark on a pervasive sense ocguilt
that plagues many women, a notion that, for some
reason, God is punishing them.

Despite advances in technology, the modern world
still holds women responsible for disorder in the uni-
verse. The Australians recently revised their practice
of naming cyclones aster women and began to name
alternate byclones for men. The U.S. National

Weather-,Servke responded with a simple announce.
*ment that it would stick by its tradition of naming
hurricanes after women. So now each storm season
raises the female cosmic guilt to new levels. Hurricane;
Agnes left 118 people dead, 330,000 homeless.
Wouldn't you know it wtts a woman?

. It is easy to find evidence of misogyny around us.
But we may hesitate to look within otirselves and to
admit that most of us; women as well as men, have
sometimes felt real contempt for women. Female
behavior has traditionally been preoccupied more

'with form than with content. Consider the sfereotype
of the "dumb blOnde," who has nothing to say but is
regularly trotted out on TV talk shows;of the beauty
contestant whose smile represents little more than
practiced charm, or the home decorator who crochets
a frilly cov9r for a roll of toilet tissue.

It may be fair to blame such vacuoua behavior on
men who reward ornamental women. But many of us
scorn the women themZelves for filling their lives
with triviality, and our contempt may make us feel
guilty. For some of us, these emotions awaken old
feelings about our mothers. We are trapped in a con-
fusion of love and hate, obligation and shame, guilt
and anger.

We as adults are not alone in our negative feelings
about stereotyped,"temale" traits. Little boys fear the

-epithet sissy and learn quickly to avoid anything
'girlish. A boy is ridiculed if his'hat looks like a girl's
or if his raincoat resembles a dress. If he displays
sensitivity or grace, he may be branded faggot. If he

le



The Feminine Mystique

shows tenderness toward his mother, he is called
momma's boxlf he grows up compassionate and
gentle, he ma3 be viewed as effeminate. If he shares
the housework with his wife, he is sometimes labeled
henpecked. If he refuses-the male prerogative to
dominate the women in his life, people may,say he
has been emasculated.

If traditional female behavior sometimes seems
contemptibk, educators might well ask how girl and
women learn to act that way. Are we encouraging
empty narcissism in girls? Why do girls suddenly
b egin to underachieve at puberty? Why does their
image of themselves narrow precisely when it should
be expanding?

The feminine and masculine mystiques h'ave created. .
a,sense.ok, unfathomable difference between the sexes.
Teachers often,address students as "boys and girls,"
even though they would not dream of saying, "Good
morning, Black children and White children," or.
"Good inornindjews and Christians."

Some books even teach that girl is the ';opposite" of
boy. But.aside from the obvious genital and reproduc-
tive differences, there is no othtr reason to consider
the sexes "opposite."

In fact, our experiences and talents are often identi-
cal. We have much mdre in common than we realize.
The question is whether teachers can create a climate
in the classrooth which allows students to escape their
programmed separatism and finallx learn to trust each
other.

16

Notice the ways that separatism between t e sexeS
is perpetuated by school and society. Try to nder-
stand the deeper feelinks that Prompt this sexual
apartheid. Then obServe the ways jn whiCh girls and
boys, men and women are learning to move beyond
separatistnito become each..other's friends and peers.

On the following chart, make a collage of pictures
and words that symbolize these experiences and feel-
ingsboth those that 'promote separatism (The
mystiques of femininity and masculinity) and those
that increase our trust (the common reality orbeine
human).

For the remainder of this course,lry to address
your students in non-exclusiveterms that foster a
sense of unity. For example, rather than calling them ;
boys and girls or ladies and gentlemen, try calling
them friends, students, or people. It may sound
strange at first, but keep at it, and watch for subtle
changes in your own attitudes as well as in theirg.

Please bring two or three samples of your classes
textbooks and curricular materials to the next
workshop.



The mystique of femininity The common reality of being human
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The mystique of mascullpity
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Any attempt to eliminate bias from our langbage an4 textbooks is likely ko
provoke a debate on censorship.,It also may raise the issueof professionaliim in

°. teaching. If your job is to teach language, ihould you limit your lessons to the
rules of grammar or should'ypu also try to make students sensitive to the impact
of their words?

,
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Telecast: Language and textbooks
In school, children are bombarded with words and
pictures that carilY messages far more powerfal than
just a fairy tale or an arithmetic problem. What images
of women's and men's roles do children absorb uncon-
sciously through daily language?

Dictionary editor Alma Graham tells how standard
English excludes'women
man in the street), ascribes
women (womanish tears), or
different if performed by wo

ankind, early man, the
gative characteristics to

ggests that work is
n (woman doctor). She

demonstrates how textbook illustrations stereotype
boys,as active, self-motivated and capable,' but depict
girls as passive, dependent and incompetent. In a
commentary on non-sexist, illustrations, Graham
shows how artists are now portraying more active and
healthy female role models.

Textbook editor Naomi Russell demonstrates the
procedure which publishers are using to revise manu-
scripts or 014 editions that include sexist language.

Finally, students in Beth Millstein's sdcial studies
class analyze their owti history, texts for sex bias.

Slideis for this tow were prepared by the Textbook
Committee of the IsleVi York City Chapter of NOW.

After viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "Language and Thxtbooks," in the
appendix.

Resources:
Channeling Chili:If-en; Dick &Jarie As Victims; Help

Wanted. Books and slide shoWs on sexism in televi-
sion, school readers, and career education'Tnaterials
are available from Women on Words and Images,
Dept. N., P.O. Box 2163, Princeton, NJ. 08540.

Casey Miller and Kate Swift, Words and Women.'
Nev Language in New Times (New York:,
Do bledaY, 1976).

Lenorè J. Weitzman and Dianne Rizzo, Biased Text-
books: A Research Perspective (Resource Center on

-Sex Roles in Education, 1201 16th Street, N.W.,
Suite 701, Washington, D.C. 20036, 1974).

Pat Sullivan 4,
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--GrotipiAtork: Review'your,,clisroom.

Sit..With Others Wi.'131an tirl-eview materials in your
stititea. The4trekShop shot:11d have several §mall

.-..f.'grOupii....ei8h-"GYOrkirig. on actlifferent subject (e.g.n._
etStnent4y. itaelinri,' history, ma.thematics, literature,

egin
§c41-1-ice, etr.t:f.3;

by reviewing your own book. Using the 1'

,
Chec4slist filFev,aluating sexism in rehders, coil& the-
.tnuipber ot female and'male characters represent& in
Vries and pictures. Note their appearance, pose, akid
Schavi9r.. Nwerful Pictules op the next page lists

0.
0sothe

,.

of,the,commorIStereotypes.used by writers and
illustrators. Who COntrols the aciion in each picture?
Hpw do they control it? How.do, others react?

When you have,cornpleted yottr own rnaterials, talk
with thp,others working on your subject. Each group
should list-ways in'which etereotyping appears most
frequently in that shibject. Be sure to look at the
Overall philosophroe'your materials. For example, if
youf",field is 'history, does your textbook editor
considef history to lit only a succession of political ;

. disputes, wai-s, and treaties, or.is history seen as the
graduzal achievement of human rights?

Ttre former view aptomatically excludes worpen. .
from history, since Women only recently hape been,
admitted tolfie political process an&to,the
The 14:her may provide a more ekpansive, hurnani-

!ttirian view of history.

,

. :
o
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Checklist for evaluating sexism in readers wearint eyeglasses and hearing aids? Or does their'

worki exclude certain types of people?
4Male Female

1. Number of storie4 where
main character is:

2. Number ofillustrations of:

3. Number of times children
are shown:
in active plhy
using initiative

being independent
solving problems
--earning money

receiving recognition
being irwentive

..involved in sports
being passive
being fearful
being helpless
receiving help

Si

in quiet play

4. Number of times adults s

are shown:
- in different occupations

playing with children
taking children on outings
teachingskills
giving tenderness
scoldingchildren

iThif; cheek Ii I was deyeloix( 1 by Mimeo on %min and Images,
PO. Box 216.1, Princeton. N.J. 08540.)

Consider other evidence of editorial points.of view
that may indicate either cultural bias or a limited
perspective. flo books include characters with a
variety of ethnic names, of different races, religions,
househokl situations, handicaps? Do they portray the
real world with heavy and skinny people,. with people

In the box below are nOtes on one histo4..text,
A Pictorial History of the Civil War Years by Paul M.
Angle (New York: Doubleday, 1967).

Of 391 index entries, 3 refer to women:
Belle Boyd, a Confederate spy; Laura
Keene, who was performing at Ford
Theatre,when Lincoln was shot; and Mary.
E. Surratt; hung for conspiring to kill
Lincoln. , Ik

The book does not mention Harriet
Tubman, Clara Barton, Cap% Sally
Thompson,Zor. Mary Walker, Antra Ella
Carroll, Harriet Beecher SOwe, or any
other prominent women of the Civil War
ye,ars.

Rictures of Women are limited to Surratt;
Keene; Boyd ("That she was ever commis-
sioned is, improbable," says the caption);
camp washerwomen ("Or were they canip
followers?")i a woman praying; unidentified

,slave women; a womin with soldiers ("With
the, end of the war, troops in the field,
relaxedand entertained fprhale visitors")
prostitutes; women outfittingthe troops;
women pleading for mercy from marauding
soldiers; and Mrs. Geow B. McCleflan
("Had the general been more discreet in
letters to hiS wife; he might have gone down
in history as a greater man").

Allow time for each group to report to t eontire
workshop with their findings.

4



Pciwerful pictures

Writers and illustrators rarely portray4people of different sexes relating to each other as peers. Instead, they

tend to group the sexes separately dnd to present the following stereotypes:

Females
1. Passive; seated; limbs constricted; knees together; elbows close to body;

hands clasped together in front or behind body, or clutching self.
2. Watching.males; usually leaning away from the action in almost a catatopic

disorientation; awkward.
.3. Crying; melancholy wheri alone; out of control of the situation. The OH!

pose is very popular: mouth is operl in surprise, pleasure, or angeripalms
out, fingers spread.

4, .Narcissistic; often primping at a mirror; contrived appearance with
exaggerated bust-lines, elaborate hairdos, curled eyelashes, kewpie-doll
lips, bows, frills, and coy expression's. Women are often shown smiling
sociably, even inappropriately, as *hen others are serious.

5. Demonstrating service skills, which are valued prima6ly for their
usefulness to others:often dressed in aprons and carrying trays (food or
medicine) and serving others. They often are shown using these skills to
impress males. It is especially popular to show a little girl bakinga cake for
her father,

6. Not very intelligent and never shown reading; mothers are portrayed as
incapable of answering their children's most impoi-tant questions.

7. %pea sickly; usually shown indoors, in kitchens, constricted settings.

8. 'Usually isolated from any meaningful group experiente; no team sports;
girls are often shown gossiping about gach other.

9. Never earning 'Money; never shown in careers or with avocations that are
independent of others in thestory.

10. As anti-heroes. This is especially true of motht;rs, who are often shown
scolding or impeding their children's creative ideas. They are portrayed as,v,
terribly concerned about soCial proprieties, and they are not fun to be with.
They seldom help children with homework, play with them, teach them

useful skills, or plan special outings and projectsiwith them.

Males
1. Active; running, leaping, reaching; limbs expansive; palms open or hands

actively clasping objects.
2. AbSorbed in their own activities; self-confidciit, adept,.controlling the

action, and leaning towar4 the center of action; gracefully poised in
motion.

3. Never crying; emotions always controlled; expressing active anger rather
than passive sadness.

4. Never primping at a mirror; usually an uncontrived, natural °appearance.
5. Delnonstrating personal skills, which may be usecno help others, but are

primarily valued in themselves and done for the individual's satisfaction
(athletic skills, physical strength, scientific knowledge, etc.). Males are
often shown in uniform and with the tools of their vocations. They are
often shown using their skills to impress females. It is especially popular to
show a little boy being physically protective toward a grown woman.

6. Reading newspapers, reading to children, answering children's questions
wisely, imparting information.

7. Healthy, athletic; shown,outdoors, in expansive settings.
8. In all-male groups; playing team sports; expressing strong misogynous

feelings.
9. Working for pay; identified by their careers and avocations.

10. As heroes atild Adventurers. Fathers are shown taking thel children on-
trips and teaching their sons, but not their daughters, new skills. They are
generally fun to be withi

21
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Language and Textbooks ,

Homework: The subtle power of
language
Read the following statements and continue to review
your own classroom materials for bias. You may be
able to expand the charts with your own findings.

Whose polni of view matters?
It is difficult for children to learn when they do not
trust their own perceptions. Consider 'the following
situations:

Companies selling crayons, bandaids,,and other
products haye,used the term flesh-colored only when
referring to the color of Caucasian skin. If you were a
Black child, you might have thought, "It doesn't look
flesh-colored to me:' but would you have said that to a
White teacher? If your teacher used the term flesh-
colored, what would you think? Might it affect your
performance in the classroom?

Think of yourself as a Native American child being
asked, "Who discovered America?" You have seen
pictures of a flamboyant pale-skinned Columbus plant-
ing his flag while dark-skinned natives watch with
curiosity. HoW do you answer the question, "Who dis-
covered America?" Is it possible that you would choose
not to answer at all, ever) if you know that the "right"
answer is Columbus?

No matter how well-intentioned some Pilgrims may
have been:the first-Thanksgiving marked the start of
land seizures, desecrations, epidemics, and forced
migrations that destroyed the autonomous civilizations
of Native Americans. If.you were a Native American

22
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child, would it confuse your sense of dignity and 'self-
worth to celebrate Thanksgiving with your class?

Iyou were a Jewish child, would it confuse your
sense of self-worth to hear school authorities refer to
the Christmas and Easter holidays, when in fact, you
celebrate Hanukkah and Passover? Would it make you
feel that your holy days were somehow less worthy and
le 4. respected than Christian holy days?

3 you were a girl, and you knew that there was no
way you could ever in" your life be a brother, how
would it make you feel to'hear that brotherhood was
the highest ideal toward which everyone should strive?

In the ab9ve illustrations, how would you feel ai a
Black child, a Native American, a Jew, and a girl? How
would you respond if you discovered that your point of

4

view was narecognized by the authorities in your life;
they did not consider your viewpoint valid or even

4 worthy of discussion. If this made, you cpnfused as a
child, how would you respond? Would you:

1. accept, perhaps even embrace, the authorities'
point of view?

2. remain silent, and find it hard to act decisively iQ
the future?

3. question the authorities' point of view?

Metaphors that hurt
People may use the following phrases with no intention
of hurting anyone. And yet the words hurt. Expand
the list from your own experience.

Pejorative words Comments '

kinky behavior

coarse hair compare: fine hair," fair.skin.

a wooly-headed thinker

the dark side of his personality

jewing'down the price

Indianigiver

to gyp someone

an illegitimate child

a broken home

a lame excuse

Are you blind? (or dumb,deaf, ipastic,
half-wit(ed, retarded)

I

meaning one who has a mother but no acknowledged father
and, therefore, no legal identity.

single-parent homes are sometimes tdore "whole" than
those.with two parents who don't like each other.,

a
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Linguistic politics
Words that imply v&e judgments are the basic
language of sex-rolftereotyping..Perhaps the
classic example for this is the word hystericall
which comes froM the Greek word for "womb."
(The prejudice underlying this word may become
clear to your students if you suggest replacing it
with a new word, testerical.)

Another way of exploring sex bias in the use of
language is to consider the way women and men
ate described even when they act in exactly the
same way. For example, they are: absent-minded if
they are men, katterbrained if they are women;
intellectually curi6us if they are men, nosy if they
are women; planners if they are men, schemers if. .
they are women; sensitive if they are men,
emotional if they are women; logical if they are
men, intuitive if they are women....

Old words, newmeanings
But language can also be deliberately turned around
to shatter stereotypes and to enhance a formerly
negative self-image.

One of the early slogans of the Black Power
Movement was "Black is beautiful." Politically and
Psychologically, it Nes a crucial slogan, for we all had
been raised on images pf black as a symbol orevil.
Social scientists first saw the changeln the late 1960s.
Questionnaires that had called for respondents to
check their race were returned with themord Negro
crossed out, and the word Black written in,

This was a profound statement, for it Meant that
people were repudiating a proverbial metaphor.
They.would no longer toleratd the use of black to
represent evil. Black people who had grown LIP
hating tAreir very color were now turhing it into a
symbol of solidarity and power.

The Women's Movement also established its
presence by changing an image. For them, the word
was wonlian, the classical //mhol of carnality, the
proveebial sex object. In itsplace, the proper substi-

Vute had been lady, which, like Negro, was regarded
as a polite word. It allowed one to address inferior
classes with benevolent civility.

The Women's Movement rejected the word lady
and announced that, for them, woman would never
again be an image of carnality. Suddenly they were
taking pride in a word that no one had ever wanted
before. Women were rediscovering themselves beyorid
the limited perspective of traditional metaphor.

Who owns the generic?
The United States has taken over the generic term for
the hemisphere. We call ourselves Americans, and see
others as North Americans, South Americans, or
Latin Americans.

In the same way, our culture has awarded generic
words to males onlyz while females are assirert---Tharn
derivative terms: For example, lion is a neuter word
for an entire species.,However, lion also means the
male of the species; the female's sex is made explicit
in lioness. A man who practices law is called a lawyer,
but a female who does the same is often called a
woman lawyer, as though her sex defines her work.

The term woman, itself, started as an attempt to
separate females out of the generic. In Old English,
mann Feferred to humanity in general. But the term
wif-mann designated a "female man." Men gradually
took charge of other generic terms that in fact were
neuter. Today, many women feel that their trx pro-
hibits them from identifying with words like god,
king, priest, prince, hero, son, fellow, poet, guy,
farmer, actor, aviator, and waiter.

Separatist terms have nen always lasted..For
example, a century ago, some women felt that female
doctors should be called doctresses to distinguish
what they considered their "mor4spiritual qualities"
from the "coarser natures" of men. We rarely use such
archaic words as poetess and authoress. The federal
government has reinforced the trend against sexually
distinot terms and has issued a list of nort-sexist job
titles in its effort to assure that those who do the same

te.

work will receive the same recognition and equal pay.
Jews have firmly rejected the termJewess because

4they feel it has a divisive effect on their culture. While
the term man may be too tainted with exclusivity for
women ever again to feel included in its meaning,
other generic terms are being reclaimed. Major
publishers are revising their textbooks to help girls
discover their right to strong basic words like hero.
And Puerto Ricans invite us to,xisit their island with
an ad that reaffirms their right to the generic,
"Welcome, fellow Americans!"

The emphatic he, the-obscene she
Masculine terms are often used to add emphasis, as
in Man, oh man! Oh, brother! Oh, boy! Holy Moses!

Feminine terms are almost never used in English
to add emphasis, except perhaps for Roly cow! (which

e would say is going from the sublime to the
ridiculous).

On the other hand, negative epithets and the crudest
obscenities usually draw their strength from female
images and disparage a man thibugh his relationship
to a woman, as in squawman; motherfucker; son of a
bitch; and.bastard (which is sometimes said more col-
loquially as, "Your mother's a whore").

Your class might make a chart of the ways in
which some people's language perpetuates various
feminine and masculine mystiques. Here are, two
more examples:

Thfe child woman''"Sollle people re.fer to
\wothen as gir/s or gals, even when they wouldn't
speak of men as boys. Do they intend to flatter
women by making them feel youthful? Does this
mean that women's worth depends on their sex .

appeal, and thafthey lose both as they grow older?
The mechanical sheMen sometimes speak a6

though machines were female ("I can't i'pake her
budge." "Fill her up!" "She's a beauty!' ) boes this
imply a sense of these men's mastery over machines
and over women? Do they tend to think of women
as though they were machines?

23
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Lahguage and Textbooks

One big happy family
in the 17th century, the Religious Society of Friends
upset.the aristocracy by refusing to use any class titles
whatsoever, They called everyone, regardless of social
standing, bY first and last name. No one was Master or
Mistress. The only title that they ever used was the
sanie for all. Regardless of age, sex, education, or
class, they called each other Friend.

The assumptions of any group are immediately
clear in the sway they addre.ss each other. People with
power often use titles to impress and intimidate, to
make the untitled squirm.

One third grader observed, "Teachers always tell us
to call Ihem by their last names because.they want to

icel important, hut they talk to us like we're nothing,'
Boesses who want to be addressed by last names

seldom hesitate to call secretaries by first names.
Doctors who require nurses to call them by title and
surname rarely reciprocate.

Sometimes powerful people feel uneasy in their
relationship to subordinates. So they affect familiar
titles, such as honey, dear, my son, my gal, or even
Aunt and Uncle, to create an illusion of "one big
.happy family."

Men traditionally have been permitted to speak
down to wompn, calling them sweetheart or dear
wheo no familiar relationship exists. With the best of
intentions, teachers may do the same tO their studentsa,
But those terms of familiarity often sound more like r
reproach than an endeartnern. For there is no feeling
of kinship, and the,terms are not reciprocal.
' Observe the relationships around you. How do

people assert their power or confirm their powerless-
ness in the way they talk to each other?

24
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The name-calling chart
Why do we resist calling people by the names they prefer? Do we miss out on important information about
who they are? Does it'imply disrespect to characterie a culttAre? Expand this chart /from 'your own experience.

e-

41,

They call(ed) themselves: But others call them: Comments:

Lakota ("The People")
Dine (alsot."The People")

Sioux Indians
Navajo Indians

Friends Quakers

Native Am'erican nations were each ilenamed by the
European invaders and collectively called Indians
because Christopher Columbus thought he had

. achieved his personal goal and reached India. Why do
we still maintain his mistake rather than seek to
enrich our knowledge of the original cultures?
)

Fundamentalists

The Unification Cburch
Lesbians

Holy Rollers,
Jesus Freaks, Fundies

Gays

Moonies
Dykes

Queers, Fags, Fairies

AP

Suffragists Suffragettes
Women's-Liberation
Movement

Women's Lib t Why don't reporters 'say Palestinian Lib? Are armed
movements taken more seriously than women?

4
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oom Practice8
.1

Sexual bias appears in three majqr areas %school:
1. Administration (sexual distinctions applied to einpioyment and
enrollment opportunities);
2. Curriculum (sexual assumptions made in instructional materials and
assignments);
3. Attitude (sexual stereotypes held by comniunities, students, school
staffp, and administrators).

,11

Administrative discrimination can be objectively proven kid prevented.
Criteria for identifying sexist curricular materials involve shades of judgment.
Bias in the third area, attitude, is most subjective and difficvlt t9 control. All
three areas pervasively influence students' educatipn and striselof sself-worth.

Title 6( of the Education Amendments 01%1972 prohibits sex bias in this
country's publicly funded schools:

"...no person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded frorn pafticipation
in, be denied the benefits`of, or be subjected to discrimination under
-any education program or activity...."
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Telecast: Classroom practices
If girls and boys go to lunch in segregated lines, if a
"strong boy" is called for to.carry lacitoks, if "neat,
feminine handwriting" is required on a class letter,
wthat lessons are children learning? Many life-long
assumptions and expectations are developed in school
experiences that made different value judgments of
boys and girls.

Teachers Mike Kronberger, Mary McAulay, and
Judith Scott discuss the ways they try to eliminate sex
stereotyping from their own classrooms. A film
montage surveys examples of sexism on school bulle-
tin boards, and students point out some of the sexist
practices that bother them.

Many teachers are still uhaware of Title IX. Natalie
Robbins of the General Assistance Center explains
federal regulations prohibiting sexism in education
and outlines procedures which the schools must follow.

After viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "Classroom Practices:' in the appendix.

Resources:
Barbara,Grizzuti Harrison, Unlearning the Lie:

Sexism in School (New York: William Morrow and
Company, 1974).

Judith StacerStsan Bereaud and Joan Daniels, And
fill Came Tumbling After: Sexism in American
Education (New York: Dell Publishing Company,
1974).

TABS/A Quarterlyfournal of Aids tor Ending Sexism
in School and Classroom, 744 Carroll Street,
Brooklyn, New York 11215.

For help and information on Title IX, contact:
The ResourCe Center on Sex Roles in Education

(at the National Foundation for the Improvement of
Education), 1201 16th Street, N.W., Suite 701,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Project on Equal Education Rights (PEER, of the NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund), 1029 Vermont
Are., N,W., Suite 800; Washington, D.C. 20005.

-L-Pat Sullivan'
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Understanding sex bias .

Here are two methods to hejp you analyze nrwon-
s0ous sex' bias:

A. Reverse tp sexes. What are the unspoken
messages?

11.1

I heard a teacher refer to a girl as a tomboy.
I never thought of that as harmful before, but
in reverse, it would be a put-down. Imagine
calling a boy a janegirl!

To me, tomboy implies that a girl is doing
something she'll eventually outgrow, rather
than working at a skill that she might want
to develop further. If she's called a tomboy
for playing baseball, she'll feel that she has to
make a choice between contiyuing tb play
baseball and.gro g up as a woman.

,

B. Substitute race for sex. Each is a condition of
birth, physically obvious and generally unchangeable.
Would it be offensive to address people by race in the
same way that they are' addressed, and treated sepa-
rately, because of their seii?

I rememtier a music teacher who tried to get
my second grade class to sing out 115, having
the sexes compete even though they were all
sopranos then. He'd say,"Let's hear the girls
sing that,chorus. I'll bet you can do a better
job than tile boysl" And then he'd say,
"Okay, fellas, can you top that?" I cringe to
think of singling out children-of different
races that way.

o

tfc*

r
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Groupwork: Is there a double standard in your classroom?
- 1.

,Form a small group with one or two other people. Discuss the following questions as you rate yourselfon eac one.

Yes No
1. Do you call attention to your students' sex by calling them "boys aud gas,"

"ladies and gentlemen"? 0 Li)

2. Do you imply that males are more significant than females by using the male pronoun
generically (e.g.: "Dear Parent: Please have your child bring his lunch money on Friday.i")? [1

3. Do you ask boys to do heavy lkork and perform executive duties, vithilo girls do light work
and secretarial chor'es (e.g.:*boysmove fUrniture, girls distribute papers)? 0 LI

4. a. Do you call attention to girls who are fashionable or pity those who are unable or unwilling
to be fashionable? LI1

b. Do you call attention tO boys who are athletiC or pity those who are unable or unwilling
to be athletic?

S LI1

5. Do you react negatively to boys who wear jewelry or long hair, or to girls who wear slacks
or dungarees?
Do yod plan different activities or different adaptations of the same activiti for girls and for boys?

7.. Do you recommenddifferent library books for boys and for girls?
8. Does your classroom have any sex-separate areas, lists, or bulletin board sections?
9. Do you ever,arrange children by sex?

a. In separate girls' and boys' lines?
b., In classroom seating?
c. For class photographs?
4:1. For class activities, by pairing or grouping girls and boys separately?
e. At cafeteria tables or in auditoriumk?
f. For spelling bees or Other competitions?
g. For sports activities? Ch4leading? . .

10. lsyour registration file or rcT book arranged by scx?
11. Do your lessons include more titm\erous or more exciting male irole models than female? '

(Do you c'ommerliorate officia "male" holidays, Leh as Abraham Lincoln's birthday, without
developing lessons al d "da s' a honor women in history, such us Harriet Tubman?
And who would celebra Columbus Day if Queen Isabella had not sold her royal jewels to
finance thc expe(Iition?)

o you tend to direct verbal and artistic questions to girls, mathematical and scientific
luestionS to boys?

1:3. Do you expect girls to be neater than boys?
-14. Do you tend to thinkionore about boys' future careers than about girls'? (Do you imply that all

your stu(ents should marry and become parents with such phrases as, "When you are a parent. . .."
or "Your children will...."?)

21
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Classroom Practices

Yes No

15. Do you tend to discipline girls verbally and leniently, but boys physically and strictly? 1 1 1 1

16, Do you ever assign different colors to tbe sexes, as in your file cards, hallway passes,
craft materials, or graduation robes? Do you tend to provide darker, "stronger" colors for boys,

and lighter, "prettier" colors for girls? 1,1 H
17. If your class 'Mays-musical instruments, do you tend to direct .girls to different

instruments than boys? 1 1 1 1

18. In dramatic readings, do you tend to assign hoys.the more:imaginative roles (scarecrows,
rObots, monsters, etc.)? Do you limit children to portraying only cljacters of their own rdce,
culture, or sex? (By ths way, when children cross over into different cultures, they may he
embarrassed. Be ready to interrupt the reading if males affect falsettos to play female roles or if
Whites playing Black roles or'Christians playing Jewish roles use, facetious diale4ts. Children quickly
overcome their embarrassment as theylearn to use natural voices.) I 1 1 1 .

19. Do you tend to recommend different extracurricular activities for girls than for boys? 1 1 1 1

20. Do you ever prescribe special behavior for either see, as in saying, "Boys shoaldn't hit girls," or
"Ladies before gtntlemen"? 1-1 1 1

`Groupwork: The breaknin circle
This activity is designed to remind you of what it feek
like to be excluded. Since some people in youf- grO.up

may have felt the effeds df exclusion more intensely
than others, it is iMportant that you take time for as
many people as possible t9 attempt this exercise.
If anyone is not able to parlicipate for medical rea-
sons, let that person observe and reCord the reactions
of others..But please don't avoid the exercise simply
because the group is timid or tired. This is one of the
most important activities in the, course.

Your group should form one or two circles of about
twelve people each. You may want to take off your
shoes. Then face inward, stand shoulder to shoulder,
and lock arms tightly behind the backs of the people
on both sides of you. The group wili presein an invul-

.nerable Wall of backs to anyone outside the cncle.
Have a volunteer stand outside ,the circle. It is that

person's single purpose to break in. The group should
use brute force and wise cracks to keep the outsider out
If you are the outsider, make it a matter of or

28 "
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death to get into the circle, Plead, argue, flirt,
dissemble, push, tickle, climb, badger, or scoot.

After the outsider has succeeded in breaking into.
the circle, the group should ostracize someone else,
and the new outsider will do everything possible to
break bacik in. Continue until everyOne has had the
chaiwe to experience exclusion and to succeed at

'breaking into the circle.
Spend the rest of your workshoP recalling the. dif-

ferent ways people broke in: Report your reelings
during the exercise, both as an ours-0er and as a
member of the exclusive group. Did you fed that your
sex played a role in any of your strategies or reactions?

Exclusion is not always a harmful experience. For
example, in the urhan ghetto, young people who arc
"loners" are often better able to rise above the hard-
ships of their environment than those who have been
pressured to join gangs.

Did your fedings remind you of times when yon
hdve been excluded by others? Share some of those
i!xperietice.

t

Homework: More on words and the
power of exclusion
Qne of the ways children cAmonly mask their
feelings is to chant, "Sticks and stones may break my
bones-, but words will never hurt ine."

It is nnportant for teachers to frequently remind
their students that this saying simply is not true.
Words do hurt us. If we pretend that these, feelings
don't lAother us, we are only storing them up to erupt
under later 'pressures.

What can a teacher do about nanie-ealling? There
are many points of view. Here is one discussion about
some incidents that really kipper:

My wife and I have been learning a lot about
racism..We're both White, We had a child of
onr own, Warren, and then the next year,-we
adopted a Black child. His name is Je_sse. A
few days ago, Warren told us that one of the
kids in school called Jesse, nigger.

)Did the teacher do anything about it?

Well, she really took the easy way out. She
just told Jeme to stay away from this other
kid. So now Jesse is the one who has to
chime his behavior.
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'That's.exactlx what some teachers do-to girisT\
if .the boys arAdt tinting them. They tell the
girls to go play somewhere else, away from
the'boys, as though the only solution is
separatism.

Right. And the girls end up feeling diseased,
as though there's something terribly wv-mg

them.,

How about Jesse? Did he say anything
about it?

No. Jesse holds all that stuff in. He would
have gone out and ridden his bike real hard,
trying to get the whole thing out of his mind.
We were glad Warren was with hiin, so he
could tell us. The teacher never mentioned it.

Julie and I 'have been trying to help Jesse talk
about his feelings. I-Ws only six. The first
night, when he was going to sleep, Julie told
him she was rely sorry and angry about
what happened, that it was unfair to him. She
asked how it made Jesse feel. He just rolled
over in bed andstitared at the wall, so she sat
there awhile and rubbed his back, Then she
said that if she were Black wjth all those
White people around, she would have felt
lonely. She asked if that was how he felt, and
he tiodded.

Do you plan to speak to the other kid or his
parents or the teacher?

(eI think it may be better not to call attentioi7tN)
.,

things like that. After all, nigger is only a
contraction of negro,a d that just means
black in Spanish. If yo didn't tell kids that
the word has a bad hiMory.-they might never
be upset by it. 1'

rlro. l'hat kid, wasn't being academic. He
aimed the word deliberately t Jesse.
You can't just talk ahou ictionary
meaning of a word.,You I we o consider the
speaker's tone and how it takes ths listener
feel. Jesse felt singled out because of his race.

Yes. I think we have to. I realiie how much
harder it must be for Black parents to-go and
speak to White people about racism. It will be
easier for us, because we're White. It:s impor-
tant for the other ki0s.as well as for Jesse to
begin to recognize thatracism, is wrong.

Sometiffies adults can feel the same way.
Once when I was working at a hospital, a
patient rang, and I went to help him. The
minute he saw me, he went crazy and started
shouting, "Get mj,t of here! No nigger's gonna
touch me!" I was rtily shaken. Of all the
people who heai'dir most of them didn't say
anything to me afterward. All that day I could
barely functicii. I was dropping things. I
couldn't eat. I kept wotidering what all those
people werc thinking. Why wouldn't they
talk to me about it? Why couldn't they just
say they were sorry it happened?

I guess that would be something teachers
could do, just to say publicly how shocked
and sorry they are when things like that^
happen. It would at least reaffirm children's
sense of basic human vallles. And it would
assure kids like Jesse that there isn't some-
thing mysteriously wrong with them.

I think to most kids, parents and teachers are
symbols of order in the uhiverse.,ChikIren
must feel morally disorientNI when they
sense that an injustice has been committed
and no one in authority dares to speak up.

Your group may want to discuss your own experi-
ences with name-calling. There are no easy answers to
this problem, but the preceding discussion may start
you thinking of ways you might deal with name
calling at school..
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The power of exclusion
One of the,earliest lessons learned by girls is that they
are going to be excluded fropi many of the activities
which are most valued by boys. Their sex makes them
ineligible for the best publicized athletic and scouting
programs in the neighborhood. They have trouble
identifying with the male heroes, symbols, and pro-
nouns that fill children's songs, books, and television.

Companies training women for managerial positions
report themany trainees need constaq reassurance
that it is good for them to be there-and that their
performance is satisfactory. Thole who fear they are

4 being "unfeminine" are likely to feel too Much inner
conflict to continue.

Those who succeed are often those whose fathers
encouraged them to do traditionally "masculine"
things in, their childhood. On the other hand, those
who experience the most debilitating inner conflict
frequently can recall moments when they tried to
follow their fathers, but their fathers sent them home
because they were girls.'

Symbols can make people feel excluded. This
happens both consciously and unconsciously. Support-.
ers and opponents of the Vietnam War both used the
United States flag to their own ends and purposefully
turned an emblem of national unity into a divisive
symbol.

A Christian who wears a cross as a positive state-/ merit of faith may intend no hurt, but a Jew or
Moslem may see it and feel excluded. Both the Ku

' Klux Klan and the Third Reich deliberately distorted
that same symbol for use by terforists fanatically
committed to exclusion.

Ov culture's most common symbols may sneak

'References to management training are based on a radio series
by Ed lngks and Mary Gay Taylor: From the Locker Room to
the Hoard Room,' WCIIS News Radio RH, New York City, May
27.June 14, 1974. These reports referred specifically tolhe wotitt
of Itilargaret Hennig mid Anne Jardim.

.30.

contradictory messages to different people. Further-
more, one Persop's feeling about a symbol may
change dramatically through life. # wedding ring may
arouse envy in a little girl, pridein a new bride, and
bittetness in a wife who feels taken for granted.

Teachers cannot assume that symbols mean the
same thing to all their students. For many poor chil-
'dren, Santa Claus is a painful disappointment. For
some, Father's Day holds a special hurt.

Symbols affect our feelings, often at subliminal
levels. Some of the most powerful symbols are'words
that can hurt us even when no hurt is intended.

The Instant consciousness-ralser
The generic she
For several days, try this instant consciousness-raiser.
In a routine lecture or discussion, without explaining
what you are doing, use the.female pronoun generic-
ally (e.g.: "Would everyone please turn in her home-
'work?"). If your listeners seem to pick up on this, you
might say, "You'll notice that ITh.using the female
pronoun as the genericthat is, she, %A/Inch includes
he, of course, and woinan, which includes man." Then
continue your talk as though nothing is different.

When yothore finished, You may want to refer
to your use of the female as generic and ask each
person to think of one word or phrase that best
describes how it made them feel. Males are lillyio
respond that it made them feel "left out," whirl
females, may say that it made them feel "important"
or "involved."

Sharon Lord of the University of Tennessee uses
the "generic she" with her classes and then goes on to
suggest an'alternative, the "singular they." She points
out that the pronoun you was once only plural and
now, has-become singular as well. (Did you notice the
singular (hem in the first sentence of the preceding
paragrapp) Several language authorities have
acecptedihe singular they as prefertable to the
unwieldy he or she.

!

If you are not ready to use either the singufar they
or the generic she, try the rnoNe conservative alterna-
tive: Use she or he, her or his, woman and man.
Hearing the female named first often startles people
into thinking about their assumptions. These tech-
niques help us to feel the psychological impact of
language, rather than simply to accept the acadetnic
meaning of the words.

We are focusing now on creative, positive w
correct some of the historic bias in our I guage.and
literature. Some people believ that classics should
never be changed, even if they offenchpeople's feel-
ings. Others say that they must be changed.

Imagine, for example, that you are a professional
singer, You have been hired to sing a traditional
Easter oratorio, and you are troubled by a line which
refers to Jews a "murderers of God." You know that
this prejudice has been the cause of much public
tragedy and private hurt. Would you choose to change
the line or to faithfully reproduce.the original classic?

Clean up a classic
For homework, choose a fairy tale, song, or story that
meant Something special to you as a child. Try to
think of one that mit part of your fantasY world, in
which you played tile role of the central character. Go
to the library, and liad the story again. Recall what
you liked about the story as a child. In which episodes
did you imagine yourself? Was any of this bOavior
sex-stereotyped? Did it tend tb limit youi de4elop-
Went of more healthy behavior, both in your fantasy
world and in the real world?

Write a new version of the story which is free of
bias against any group. This time, cast the central
character with some of those positive traits which you
would like to have developed its a child. Improve the
plot line. Bring your analysis of the original classic
and your revised version to share at,the next workshop.
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Doctors characteristically announce an infant's sex the moment it is born. This
may be the prst news to bring parents either a thrill of satisfaction or a fringe of
disappointi6ent about their child. Sex will determine the name and clothing they
choose forethe infant. Perhaps even more important, sex will determine how
parents and others treat this child froth infancy 'onward.

According to one study, parents handle baby boys more than girls from birth
until the age of six months. Then they begin to encourage greater independence
in sortsty physically turning boys around to face the world. The parents point
out distant objects and encourage their song to explore.'

After this sudden and sometimes stressful separation, boy quickly become
more autonomous than girls. They venture farther from thdç parents pd stay
away longer. On the whole, boys look at and speak to their p ents less than
girls do. -*

In contrast, parents talk more to girl infants, focusing the babies' attention back
ou, themselves, to buttons, bows, and noses. This behavior encourages greater
dependency in girls and greater protectiveness in their parents. It also may cause
boys to resent girls. If a little girl stumbles, her parents are likely to help her up.
If a boy stumbles, they encourage him to get back.up by himself....

1

' Michael Lewis, "There's No Unisex in the Nursery," Psychology Thday, May 1972, pp. 54-57.

614
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The way parents dress their daugIfteA may limit
development of motor skillst For example, baby girls
have more difficulty learning to crawl in dresses than
in pants, because the skirtsget tangled around their

knees.
The toys that adults give to children often encour-

age the development of different personality traits.
Mirror sets, makeup kits, and fashion.dolls are given
only to girls because they encourage a preoccupation
with a glamour that would be Considered a negative
trait in boys. From their earliest play, girls learri that
charm helps them to get what they want.

Guns, tanks, and actio7das that may encourage
violenit behavio are not given to girls. Meanwhile,
boys learn that they can use force to get what they

want.
Adults also tend to have different discipline stand-

ards for the sexes. They, anticipate worse behavior
from boys and therefor.e, they scold boys more often
than girls. Researchers haie found that teachers are
more likely to reprimand boys djan girls, even for the
same behavior, and that boys yften become immuqe
to teacher's criticism.' Whim their acaderriic per-
formance is questioned, lrys are less inclined than
girls to take the criticism' personally. Boys feel that the
teacher is just picking on them again and that they
really could do the work if they wanted to..

But girls, who are not so accustomed to reprimands
for their behaVior, tend to take criticism from an adult
as a sign of personal failure. Instead of helping to
refine their skills, criticism is more likely to make
girls doubt their ability to do tha task at all.

The researchers suggest that critigsm is not a useful

way to teach either sex. Adults wouki do well to learn
more positOle methods of instruction by example.

1110,

'"reedback That Cripiiles Human tiehnvior, August p. 35,
surarnatizing the work of Ur yersity of Illinois psychologists Carol
S. Dwock aiid Ellen S. Bush.
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Telecast: Earli childhood
Activity

,
in the early childhood classroom has tradi-

tionally been divided along strict, sex-stereotyped
lines. Boys were expected .to dominate the block area,
workshop, and outdoor spaces; girls controlled the
play kitchen, easels, and dress-up corner. Such separa-
tion was long considered natural, but educators now
recognize that it limits the full developmeri't of both
girls and boys.

Early childhood educators Barbara Spftmg and
Patrick Lee discuss recent changes in the curriculum.
A group of parents share liotoh their enthusiasm and
their uncertainties about the non-sexist approach.
Sprung and Lee suggest ways ,for teachers to alisvVer

parental concerns, /
In a visit to a 4.sexist early childhood program,

children are seenln akariety of activitiesgirls are
ablj, to build and sawYwhile boys are free to play with
dolls antI cook. Teachers explain the changes they
made fo encourage.children of both sexes to play
togeqier in all areas.

Affer viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
queptions for "EarlyCl-iildhood," in the appenthx.

iR sources:
F li ms and other materials are available from

the NonSexist Child Development Project,
Women's Action Alliance, 370 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017,

Phyllis Taube Greenleaf, Liberating Young
Children Froth Si.:x Rolfs (Somerville, Mass.:
New England Roe Prtss, 1972).

Barbara Sprung, Non-Seviist Education lig- Young
Children (New York: Citation Press, 1975).

Pat Sullivan
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Groupwork: Early childhood inventory
Form a

4

group with two or three other people to discuss your answers to any of the following questions. Do
not expect to complete your inventory at this time. For now, consider only a few of the questions. Focus on
differences among group members and particularly on.differences between women ancl men.

1. What were your favarite,toys, and how dirt you play with thern?

2. What were your favorite clothes,-and when did you wear them?

3. What were your, favorite places, and who took you there?
.111.11. ',11,.

4. Wharwere your favorite books and magazines, and what did you like bestabout th m

5. What were your favorite programs on radio and television and in the movies?
What did you like or not like about the stars?

6. Who were your favorite adults, and what did you like about them?

7: Which adults did you want to stay awayjrom; and why?

a Who were the children you played with, and what did you-think of them?

o



Early ChIlllhood

Back to the classics
.Go around the group quielay for each person to name
the classic they cleaned up for their last homework
assignment. Let thegrotw choose Several exampfes
which they would like to Lear and discunin-yvhatever
time remains.

Homework: Sports inventory
Inthe chart to the right, fill in the first column and Iist
the gpbrts you played in each age period.

Wffat was your 'attitude toward competition? Did
you play to win, seeking competition with the best'
possible players, and pushing yourself,ta your'
physical limits? Qr did,you fear competition and
prefer to play "just for fall?".

Mier each sport abokie, check "C" if you played
competitively, or "F" if 3iou plioed only for fun.

0 Aecordiug to Simmons.College profes4ors Margaret
Hennig and Anne Jardim, who specialize in training
women for managentent, most women )c. now less
about team play than average teenage mys. This hurls
women's chances to become managers in the business
world.' .

.
.

...
,

Hennig and Jardiin find amt many woMen do not
have personal "game plans" or specific career plijec-

, 'fives. They do not tnow how to set goals or develop
strategies. Thetrarely analyze the power:Structure or
figure oilit Who they must impress to get W h ere they

4want to go. These womeil avoid delegatin jobs io -,

. others and prefer todo rVerything,themselveS. They
askair le aim if they work hard and,well,,they will bey
in line for it promotion and payraise.

'Henrik; :111d Jauttio are authors of The Mmmgetinl Woman
(Now York: DocWday, (977).

, 34..
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Sports Inventory,

From my birth to the age of 12, I played .

41.

From 13 to 17, 1 pl/ye(l

From 18 to 25, 1 pliard

Froin 25 until now, I have played
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Year after year, such women work did wait while
the promotions go to men who have "game plans."
The "winners" are' those who know how to scramble
for sudden opportunities while they are building
long-term alliances.

IP
I learned

Following are some of the skills that can be learned
on the playing field and aiSplied in later careers.
Check the ones that you learned from sports. Follow-
Mg each one, write the sport(s) which helped you gain
this skill.

0 1. to understand the formal rules of the ganie, and to master the basic work required of a player in that sport._
_

2. to figure out the informal practices which are not officially required, but which make me valuable on the

0 3. to analyze my own strengths and weaknesses.

0 4. to worksystematically at correcting my weaknesses and to request advice from teammates.

0 5. to evaluate the competence of teammates and opponents.
ttit

O 6 to change my style of playing itiorder to compensate for teammates' weaknesses olto take advantage ofop-
ponents' weakvesses.

El 7. to accept criticism appreciatively.
,,C1 8. to constructively criticize others.

4.1*

9. to depend on my teammates and learn to trust their competence on plays that I could do just as well myself.

O 10. to commend other people's accomplishments._

0' 11, to assert myself and try out my,ideas, even when it means taking risks.

12. to compromise when someone else doesn't agree with me.

E 13. to function under stress and act decisively despite uncertainties.

El 14. to loge and not give up.
r.,

^

U 15. to win without being embarrassed and belittl ing my work or without gloating and glorifying my victory.

[ 1 16. to help new team members learn thegame.

1%

I A

Sports have long been an important part of the
nfilsculine mystique. This may make people feel
uncomfortable about athletic competition between the
sexes.

Parents who fought against girls entering.Little
League argued that their sons would be emotionally
distraught if they ever were struck out by a girl.
" Olympics runner Ellen Cornish ran in a high school
race in 1972, but was pulled off the track as she
approached the lead because of a previous agreement
among the coaches to "protect the male runners from
the morale-shattering possibility of being beaten by a
girl ...."'

Wilma Rudolph triumphed over disease that had
crippled her in childhood, and the went on to win
three gold mecials in the 1960 Olympics. Sports
reporters called her the world's fastest woman mail
praised her fOr acceptingher place and never trying to
compete with men. 1

Champion skier. Jean-Claude, Killy reportedly said
that any wornan who competed with men on the ski
slopes was not "his kind of woman."'

These sentiments prevail in many other traditional
male strongholds. For example, the major argument
againat women in armed combat is/hat it would be
demoralizing to men "to see women coming home in
bodyliags."'

Some people have suggested that our society's
efforts to "protect" women grow otit of a greater
concern to protect the masculine mystique. Have' you '
experienced any situations in which girls and boys,
men and women are really learning to be equal?

Complete Me "Climbiny Bars" on the following
par. Then circle those sports which you played with
people of both sexe.s.
1111.111101

'NEMER

'Bill Gilbert and Naiwy Williamson, "Programmed to be
Losers," Sports Illustrated, June I I, 1973, p, OH, LIR quoted ill Marc
reig6i Faateau, The Male Machine, New York: McGraw.Hill,
1974, p

'Judith Krit, "Jtgan-Clatide Killy and the Winter Woman,"
. I

Ladies Home Journal, November 1%9, p. Hi, as quoted in !teigen
Fosteati, p. 101

'Newsweek, March 2H, 1977, p. 23.
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Climbing bars
On the basis of what you have learned from this exercise, rate each of your sports in the three sections of the climbing bars,

depending on the degree to which it developed your:

1. physical skills 2...teamwork, group interaction 3. strategy skills, problem solving

Physical skills
,

Tea()) drk Strategy skills
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In this country, a major portion of the news is devoted to sports. Viewers watch
to relax or to gamble, but seldom to learn athletic skills.

In their eagerness to gain news coverage, schools have lavished attention on
elite teams of a few super-athletes. Coaches have exerted unusual influence over
their schools' spending. Some administrators have paid for special training
equipment, uniforms, and trophies, while shortchanging the recreatiotial needs
of the vast majority of students....

40.
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Athletics

Handicapped youngsters, who may have been most
in need of supervised recreation, were often dis-
couraged from taking physical education. Young
women's gym,grades were more often based on
wheth7r their uniforms were clean,and ironed than on
athletic ability.

The schools' lackadaisical attitude toward girls' gym
convinced malty young women that they were weak,
indeed puny. They seldom pushed themselves beyond
"girls', rules." They expected to be excused from gym
when they menstruated. They did not train their
bodies as much as they preened them.

But times are changing. Deaf teenagers have
organized basketball teams, and children in wheel-

k chairs "run" the bases in softball. Women are ccim-
peting for athletic scholarships, and adults of both
sexes are taking to the roads in jogging shoes. At "a
time when doomsayers had reared that technology
would triumph over our will to walk, many people are
discovering how good it feels to be physically fit.

Groupwork: Mirror, mirror
Begin this workshop by finding a partner to sit next
to. Tell your partner something about your.'body
imag. Remember as far back as you can to the body
image ou-had as a child. Did people ever tell you that
you w e clums or beautiful, fat or skinny? Did they
give you nicknames like stringbean, half-a-minute, or
tanglefoot?Did you worry about being glamorous br
strong?

How about now? Do you usually feel good or bad
about your body? Are you more concerned about
developing ybur physical skills or, your appearance?
Be very honest with yourself: Is there anyone to
whom you feel superior because of your body? Is
there anyone to whom you feel inferior?

What advertisements are you particularly suscep-
tible to because of your body imso? What parts of
yod image do you devote the niost time to? How
hav changing fashions aqected your feelings about
your ody? Discuss this Oith your partner.

4

Telecast: Athletics
Nowhere has the discrimination against girls been
more blatant than in physical education. Boys have
i.eceived vastly better facilities, funding, equipment,
training, and publicity. But the legal force of Title IX
and the recent surge of interest-in.wornen's sports,are
changing all that.

This program focuses on schools which have
developed successful coeducational athletic programs,
from a second grade movement education class to
high schobl gymnastics, track, and dance. Teachers
tell how they developed these programs. Students talk
cAndidly of their initial uneasiness and of the respect
they now feel for each other.

Physical education director Nick Bilotti and sports
editor Deborah Lamed discuss the wider impact of
Title IX, both on school athletics and on young
women who are gaining a greater appreciation for
themselves and their bodies.

After viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "Athletics," in the appendixv,

Resources:
Women's Sports Foundation provides a clearinghouse

of information on girls' and women' sports pro-
grams and resourceS, 1660 South Arm hlett Blvd.,
Suite 266, San Matei, Calif. 94402 (Te ephone.
415-574-4622).

Pat Sullivan



Groupwork: Opinion poll
In this course you have been urged to report your
feelings rather than your opinions. But outside the
workshop, you are as likely as ever to find people
asserting their opinions, often belligerently. How do
you feel when this happens? How do you react?

The next activity allows you and others in the group
to reveal' your opinions ancl then to focus on your
feelings about each other'slopinions. As one person
reads the following statements aloud, "vote" on them
with the rest of the group:If you strongly agree with
the opinion, raise your hand and shake it in the air. If
you somewhat agree, simply raise your hand. If you
neither agree nor disagree, hold your hand but flat at
shoulder level. If you disagree, bring ypur hand down
by your side. If you strongly disagree, bring your hand
down and shake it vigorously.

Without any discussion, notice how others are
oting, and then focus on your own feelings. You may

feel vaguely uncomfortable about a statement, or
dishonest in your answer, or even guilty about a
truthful response. You may be amused. You may
resent the phrasing or the reactions of others. You
may be interested in differences between the voting of
woinen and men. You may be bore:CI.

As you identify your feeling, write it on the blank
-following that opinion. The group will need ten to
fifteen seconds to citimplete each opinion before read-
,ing the next fine.

1. Mothers are naturally better than fathers at caring
for small children.

2. Men look better dating shorter women

3. Drunken women are more disgusting than drunken
men.

. .

4. A boy who wants to be a cheerleader is more likely
to need counseling than a boy who wants to play
football.

5. Of the following, the most important purpose of
sexual intimacy is:
. a. to give one person pleasure

15:-to enhance the relationship of lovers

c. to create a third. person.

6. Homosexual love should be respeceed and legalized
through marriage

7. Homosexua' teachers are a greater threat to their
students' welfare than heterbsexual teachers are.

8. If a woman is attacked, it is usually safer for her not
to fight back.

9. In general women need more complirnents on.their
appearance than men do.

10. Safe, legal abortions should be available to all
women, regardless of theirincome

11.,Marriage ha always been a thoroughly unequal
relationship, a d it is not worth reforming.

12. Religion hurts people more than it helps

13. Opinions alienate people and should be forbidden.

Fot:m a shun group with two or three other People
to review the list and to discuss your feelings about
each opinion.

Homework: Interviews
Interview three or more childrerpof different ages,
asking these questions:
I. What would you 'like to be?
2. If you'could learn to do anything in the world that

you wanted to, what kinds of things would you
learn to do?

3. Do you think you'll ever learn to do those things?
Why (not)?

4. Now, if you had been born a boy (girl), what do you
think you would like to be?

5. If you were a boy (girl), what sorts of thing's would
you want to do right now?

6. Would you like to do those things even though
you're not a boy (girl)?

You may want to conclude the interview I;iy saying, "I
think you can!" '

Interview three or more adults. Ask each one to
finish this snetence: "Because I am a woman (man), I
have not yet learned to ...."

You may want to suggest areals of skill (intellectual,
musical, artistic, spiritual, physical, emotional,
mechanical, scientific, managerial, etc.) to get.as many
responses as possible.

(90
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a er guidance
Education generally has not improved the edhing power of women. In 1973,

a woman needed four years or more of college to match the pay of a man who

had dropped out of school after eight years Or less. The latest Labor Department
statistic's show that this earning gap is growing larger.

p.
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Groupwork: "I've decided that I went to
Oplc who have been explorim.,:sex.role stereotypes

often discover.that there tire important parts df their
own potential which they haYe not yet lwgun to
'develop. For some,ithisdiscovery comes too late,
because ditty feel iris not worth trying to learn new
skills. But for others,, the realization Of their own
potential opens exciting new opportunities.

The ru;xt activity Calls jot:some role-playing by
everyone ill your workshop. Begin with a woman who
has decid'ed that she wonld like to le.arn some skill not
traditionallY done by women, slid] as automobile
repair. Everyone eke in the group will either
encOurage or discourage her. You may. waut
Ulentify 'yourself as her parent, child, spouse, Hem
teacher, or as a specialist who'could teach her the

_skills she wants.
If you plan to encourage her, defend her against her

attackers, give her examples of othei!I who have
. succeeded, show your admiration, If-you feel' she is
getting too much .support, change your mind and
become negative. Remind her of the difficulties, ilues
tion her motives threaten tO dissolve, voin friendship,
call Iler a few- ni.144Vs; ridicule her. Get up, walk
around the room, and really get involked debating the
is.sue2Wif II others.

Chntinue for about eight minutes, and.then 1-etui n.
to your sefirs to ilisiltss your kelings as they changed
throughout this role-playing. You relay want to reVat
tflemetivity with a man who has decided that he
wouktlike to sta'y at home and'raise the childNen.

.0

4

s

elecast: Career guidance
Despite laws agsainst enployment discrimination,
students ty.pically look for jobs which they consider
suitable to their sex. Can the schools encourage them
to seek other.opportunities?

Guidance director Daisy Shaw explains that girls.*
ill tlinik of homemaking a§ their primary responsi-
bly, and she warns that this is an unrealistic...view of

most women s futures.
' 'A group of teachers is led on a consciousness-

raising activity by guidance resource coordinator
Irma Godlin. They talk about what their jobs would
be if they were the other sex.

A class of -olds learns about c'areers in a
non-s'exist,
struction wor

At wvocatibila,
pate ill an explOra

-oUts olwomen and men con-
rs, and husinesspeople.
:hool-, ninth graders partici-, ,

program that giintroduces rls
and boys alike to sewing, mechanid, cosmetology,
and carpentrY.

After viewing the telecast, turn to the disermsion
questtins for "dareer Guidance," in the amendix.

Resources:
Joyce Slayton Mitchell, Free to Choow/Decision

Making tor Voting Men iNew -York: Delacorte, 1976;
Dell paperback', l976).

Joyce Slayton Mitchell, Other Ghoites.hr ilecotning .

a Woman (New Yak: Delacortq, 1974; Dell Aper
bari(, 1075).

Pat Sullivatc
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Groupwork: The break-out circle
This activity is designed to explore, some of the feel-
ings you have when others try to "keep you in xour
place." Depending on the size of your workshop, form
one or moi-e circles of about twelve people each.
Stand shoulder10-shoulder, facing each other, with
arms tightly locked behind each other's back. Begin
with the person,who wanted to learn a non-traditional
skill in the previous role-playing activity. Hee her
stand insideyour circle. It is a matter of life or death
for her to get out of the circle, and it is the most
important thing in the world .for you to keep her in
her place.

Speak to her. Let her know that you are &ling this
for her own good. Tell her how dangerous it is
outside your circle. Remind her of how much you
love her. If necessary, use pyfll force to hold.her
back.

She in turn shoutd use persuasioi force, or any
method she chooses but she must gefout of that
circle. Afte'r she has succeeded, give someone ;_lse the

experienee of breaking out. If time permits, allow
everyone to try it: Leave at least fifteen minutes to

'discuss feelings about the things people felt driven to
say or do in this activity.

42
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Homework: Identify your culture,
and plot your life

Culture: "The tmeepts, skills, arts, and in.stitutions
of a given people iii given period.".

A culture is the product of many heritages
national, racial, linguistic, sexual, economic, religious,
political, and through it all, theshanges of age. Most

of us interwalized the values of our cultufe uncon-
sciously as children, and later discovered how tlwse
differences set us off from other people. We may have

felt conflict with outsiders who disliked our culture at
the same time that we felt pressure from our families
to live up to the culture's expectations.

Sometimes people can change large parts of their
culture by emigrating to Tither country, conveeting
to a different religion, choosing a different imirriage
partner, job, or style of clothing, having plastic
skirgery, a hair transpla4, or even a sex-chatge
operation.

They may solve some of their problems with these.
changes. Or they may only carry th(ir problems with
them into the new culture, They) may find that the

,infw culture has to cope with special 'prohjerns of its
own.

Identify sources of your culture'by developing
:the following chart:

0

Cultural factors (be specific)

Nat ionality:

Language:

Race: -

Sex,:

Religion:

Income:

Job status:

Community Statitis:..,

1.

-

,

,0

Status withinlamily:

Oth"W'factorS;



What vias expected of me (by family or outsiders)

Nationality:

Language:

Race:

Sex:

Rcligi

Income:

Job status:

Community status:

$tatug wit

4,

These factors and expectations created "systems"
that may have controlled much of your life. That's the
word used by Amanda Smith of North Carolina's
Division of Occupational Education, in describing the
dyntunk:s-of l'acismand.iexism:

"If you look at our society in engineering
terms, you'll see that racism and sexism together
form -just about a perfect system for maintaining
the social order. Here's how it's done: First, you
define manhood economically. That's sexism.
You say that the good man is the one who sup-
ports his family. He's the one that every woman
wants.

"Next, by racism, you prevent the Black man
from getting a good job. This means he not only
has all the real problems of not eating well and
not being able to give his family the things they
need. But he also has to contend with low self-
esteem in his sexual identity. He has been
defined out of his manhood.

"Now, because of sexism, you don't take a
Black woman as seriously,as a Black man. She's
not as threatening. Thorefore, you permit her to
get a job, but you apply racism, and that means
it's a menial job..So she's out supporting her "
family and she's not able to stay at home with
the kids. White society says that's unmotherly.
It's also considered unfeminine, since feminine
women don't have to support their familio,

"So the Black woman, in doing what sh must
do, has to worry about her loss of femininity as
well. If she's strong, she'll just ignore all that

.
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nonsense. But if she is strong, she's in trouble,
because women usually feel obliged to apologize
for their competence.

"A White:woman faces this problem on ari
indiVidual basis. If she can find one man who

. Will put up With her strength;thenit'sall right.
Bin a Black woman who is competent is often
seen as aAraitor to her race,She is considered
guilty of castrating BlaCk meo.'

"That's why, in engineeringterms, racism and
sexism form just About. A perfect Aystem. If you
Can succeed in keeping a whol9 race not only
deprived economically, but aka in conflict, over
sexual identities, then you can.keep them all off

. balance, and:it's much easier to hold them
down.":

Similar systems may havecontrolled.partS-of your
.life. You may rocáll particular decisions in which you

',struggled-to overcome some controlling system. Out-:
lint your life on the folldWing chart. List the evel.nt
And deciiions which have shaped.your life. (Thedif-

.. -Iference between thoWo.is important. For example, .

an unPlanned.piegnancy is en "eveni'.'; a planned
;tiregnancy IS a "deciaion.1 Therrfillin the year and

your age. Indicate how yOu felt about yourself with a
plus for poSitive feelings and a minuo:16.0 riegativt
((Thus:

0-

Here is a sample chart which one person has started:

Event Dedslon Year Age Self-esteem

'Birth 1939

Began nursery sthool ' 1942 3 +

Sister Susan waahorn
retarded 1946 7

,

Went to summer camp 1948
,

9 +
,..

Learned horseback ..

.
riding ' .

1949 10

:Family moved.to:ttaleigh;
Entered new' junior high ,' .

school 1951 12 +

. --Did window-painting.
. for Halloyteen t3G won 1951 12 +

Susan- died 1951 12
.

.

.

.

Got job mowing taWns : 1952 13 +
... ,. ,

When you have completed your.chart, sAeteh your
life-line like the one below. `,50SAN
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. Decision Year Age Self-esteem
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A culture is the product of many heritages--na ional, racial, linguistic, sexual,
econlomic, religioupolitical, and through it all 41e changes of age. Most of us in-
ternalized the values of our culture unconsciou ly as cpilaren, and later
discovered how these differences set us off froiii other people. We may have felt
conflict with outsiders who disliked our culture at the same time that we felt
pressure from our familieS to live up to the culture's expectations.

.17-
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-Telecast-Cultural-values
The roles of women and men are often strictly defined
:by cultdal traditions.. How do these family expecta-
tions affeet students in the classroom? How far can
teachers go beyond the limits of a culture to help
different students find themselves?

Educatoi-s Manuel Deren, Anne Grant, Ann Harris,
and Maria Soto discuss the conflicts they felt with
their cultures and also with outsiders who storeotyped
their cultural group.

A group of junior high school students who have
come to the United States frpm other countries dis-
cuss their reactions to this culture. Several lOok
forward to broader options for their lives in this coun-
try, but others regret the lbss of women's traditional
place in society.

The panel of educators discusses the importance of
encouraging students to explore new directions while
i-especting the cultural backgroun and values of the
family. .

After viewing the telecast, turn to the discussion
questions for "Cultural Values,."An the appendix:

Resources: .

Materials on cultural bias are available from the
Racism and Sexism Resource Center for Educa
tors, CounCil on Interracial Books for Children, 1841
-Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023..

Pat Sullivan

Groupwork: Summing up
Some time ago, you decided to participate in this work.'
shop. Thut was yourimmediate objective. Perhaps your
long-range goal was to explore and overcome the
effecf's of sexism in your life or in your teaching.

. Now 'youthave achieved your objective, and you may
feel that you are beginninglo achieve your goal.

Him did your family and friends restiond when you
first spoke about joining this work:shop? Take a few
minutes to go around the group and share those com-
.ments. Which responses made you actually hesitate to
join the workshop?

Now that you have nearly completed the workshop,
has it been worth the effort? Whicji activities do you
recall as the most satisfying?

Has your participation here led you to attempt other
objectiVes in your personal life and work? Share some
Of your new objectives with the group.

Activities in this workshop were designed to help
participants listen more carefully to their own feelings
and care more about the feelings of others. Your final
assignment will be to make a coat of arms for some-
body else.

C4...v
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.1

a await. Si
cultaral unity arid a defense again:Ali:ea. PM
fear the roost.

For this activity, youeshotild T1114 aostatias iii Ow
workshop with whom you are noVvery
acquairged. This may require some gtouy Mort Ms mot
up as malty iialkaar partners as posiilie.

Then, write pew own 'Fesponses loS. isilmoiail

3. Name a trait of your owe & oosruider your
moat important persosig st mnipsh.

Coat *4 antis
Your coat al stria ireaents to the

1 , te a 103444 tibia you feel very strottglir i wan&
never chew, something you wish ereayrome wish*
betieve.

2.. lila* S. rest important strait.* am lmmt limit
gamed irnia your suLoare:

4. klewtify the most challenging SIscocapliagilment
that you hope to achieve within the next tea years.

5. Write a phrase, up to four worsts low, that you
woukl like people to say about you.

U.

With your partner, discuss both of your answers 6
to the first four items, and together think of symbols
to illustrate these ideas. Design your partner's coat of
arms, placing each symbol in its numbered space on
the diagram. Present it as your farewell gift.

4
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Discussion questions for
"The- Masculine-Mystique"
1. Alan Forman says, "It may be selfish of Mc, but

I would like to get myself together and under-
stand myself first. Then maybe I'll consider
having a family." Do you feel this is a selfish
approach to life?

-2. Why does Bernie Forman feel that Mattie's
income is helping him out?

Why are money and sPorts considered proof of
one's manhood? In your experience, are these
symbols of manhood more important y men or
to *omen?

4. Alan recogt it4es that he has adopted the stern,
authoritarian style of his father, and he says.

hatt, resent and half respect-that way of being
(rought up." Are parental role models usually
so nifluential that children emulate them even if
they feel they have suffered from the parents'
behavior? If you were Alan, would.you feel
son iewhat superior to your sisters for having
wit hstot id tougher treatment?

5. 1)isCuss the idea that we are giving girLit and
boys "divorce training" when we raise them as
opposittis.

4

Discussion.questions.for
"The Feminine Mystique"
1. Several students in the classroom scene express

anger about the media image of women and
about the male student's stereotyped ideas of
appropriate female behavior. Why might sus),
anger be itself an act of rebellion against femi-
ninity? Do'yoil feel it is helpful to let the anger
seem focused on the male Student?

2. Orie student points to an ad that says, "I help my
man get back in shape, and he loves me for it."
She speaks of women foregoing their education
to put men through school. Do yop agree with
her view tbOt society expects women to make
sacrifices for men, but does nOt expect the same
sacrifices of men for women?

3. One of the panelists resents men fortrying to pick.
her up, yet she seems to admire a friend who
gets a lot of attention from men. Even those of
the students who aretrying to think in a new
way cannot put aside an engrained preoccupa-
tion with glamour. Cal') you explain this ambiva-
lence? Issthere a danger drat some students may
hate themselves for these personal.inconsis-
tencies? How can a teacher help?

Discussion questions for
"Language and Textbooks"
1 Alma Grham points out that the word man is

mentioned in school texts seven times more often
than woman, poy twotimes mote often than
'girl, and he four times more often than she:-' Some
educators justify this by saying that it takes more
to motivate boys in the classroom than girls, that
boys are unable to identify with femaje charac-
ters, and that girls doVke an interest in mole
characters. Discuss tfiis reasoning as yop focus
on the following questions:
a. Do you find it true that it is more difficult for

boys to adjust to the classroom than for gir.ls?
b. Do boys tend to have more interesting diver-

sions, such as scouting and Worts, available to -
lhem outside the school? If so, does this

xplain why boys find it harder to devote
themselves totchoolwork than girls do?

c. Are boys likely to observe that thotr fathers
and other men are not as involved in the school
as their mothers, and that, therefOre, they see
little value in it for themselves?

d. Do teachers tend to prefer traditional female
behavior in the classroom and to consider
traditional male behavior disruptive?

e. 1nyourfexperience, do boys take an interest in
female characters if thdy are portrayed as
sensible, competent, and adventurous?

2, In the debate for use of words like homemaker
and housewife or flight attendant and steward-
esS, lingltists use the rule that the better dhoice
is the word that is rvore specific in describing the--
actual work done arid more inclusive of all people .

Who Might do this work. 'Which of the choices
above are more specific and inclusive? Do yoti'
agree with the ru)e?



Discussion questionsior
"Classroom Practices"
1. ;Judith Scott says, "Students act in ways that they 4

think Are appropriate to their sex." Such be-
havior generall yis based on sterebtipic assump-

. tions. For example, it was long considered a sign
of respect for a man to give up his seat for a

4 woman. But iL a.woman did the same for a man,
he migpt have felt uncomfettable. What assump-
hurls aBout, the:sexes m'ere reiriforced by-this
behavior? Is it possible to maintain a single
standard of politenesstor all people? Should
Students be taught traditional rules of etiquette?

2. If you a male teacher, doyou feel that you must
behave mesire politery to female students than to
male students? In what situations.has. this
created strain?

.3. In the telecast, girls and boys agreed that the
girlS received more lenient treatment in grading
and discipline. Both resented this and corisidered
it unfair to girls as well as to boys. Do you think
their grievance is justified?

4. What steps has your school district taken to:
comply with Titre IX?
a.10 %.Z/hat ways ha.s it notified the community of

its policy against sex discrimination?
b. Who has it designated as Title IX coMpliance

officer?
c. What activities or complaints related to Title

IX has this officer overseen?
d. hiw did the district conduct its institutional

self-evaluation?
e. What reinr.dial steps and time lines

planned?
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Discussion questions for
"Early Childhood93

1., Both Barbara Sprung and Patrick Lee suggegt
that statut is asCribed to rriale, but not to female,
behavior. One father says he would have a
problem if his son played witlia doll Cir dressed
up in fvmale costume, but not if his daughter
played or dressed like a boy. What traditiona4
female traits is the father concerned with, and
why haVe these been encouraged in girls? Is
everything about the traditional male role worth
emulating? Is there anything in the traditional
female Vole worth teaching to boys?

2. The suggestion that a boy may one day be a
parent helps some parents to accept the idea that
he should be allowed to play with dolls. On the
other hand, people have been concerned that
girls are propelled into early and sometimes
unwise motherhood by the same message, and
that dell-play alone is hardly adequate preparp-
[ion for parenthood. Are tAre more immediate
benefits that chkldren can derive from doll-play?

3. One parent refers to the "plight of the child who
is-learning different values in school and at
home" such as the girl who wanted a "boy's
toy" for Christmas, but was embarrassed t9 show
it to her classmates, or the boy who might be
punished for cooking or playing withd011s at
school. Teachers May not realize which students
are experiencing these conflicts. Hoy, can a
teacher helEP?

V

Discukion questiort for "Athletics"
1. Lillian Vitaglione says that she wanted a football

as a child, but received a doll; she wanted a
biccl& but received a doll carriage. How do
these toys compare in developing children's
muscle control, dexterity, and eye-hand coor-
dination? Can teachers appropriately suggest_
that parents consider gifts thatdevelop children's
physical skills?

2. One student says that, when she first saw boys'
in her gym class, she worried about how she
looked and didn't do as much as she Walited to.
But once,she got used to the boys' beirq there, .

she began to attempt the more difficult routines
she saw therm doing. Do you think that coeduca-
tional sports make women less or more concerned
about their "sex'appeal"?

3. Allan Sacks points out that winning and being
better than girls is still very important to boys'.
but, he says, boys respeca girls once they see
how hard the girls are wolking, and now the
boys are learning grace and smoother connective,.
movement from the girls. He says that the rela-
tionship between boys and girls at the scHool has
improved since gym classes became coeduca
tional. Compare your community's experiences
with the sexual integiption of Little League,
school sports, and scouting programs. \

4. Nick Bilotti found that boys worried more about
competition and tended to get angry when they
lost, but that the girls on the team were teaching
them to feel more relaxed and to enjoy. the game, h

whether they win or lose. Do you feel this is a
positive change or could it undermine the tearn's
discipline and skill?

10.
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Discussion questions for
"CareerGuidance"
1. In the telecast, the teachers agree unanimously

that they would have pursued other careers if.
their sex had been differpnt. How would you
answer the same question?'

2. Nathan Mayron ;ays that some teachers res?sted
the idea of integrating previously single-sex
classes., becluse they felt unsure how to reach
student,q of. the other sex (e.g., how to interest
girls in bquipmen t repair or boystin sewing). In
your experience, dnthe sexes respond differently
to certain teaching meOods or course content?
Have you ever prepared for classel.differently,
depending on the sex of your students?

3. Is it irresponsible for schools to train students for
trades or professions in which their job prospects
may be low because of layoffs in that area, dis-
crimination, or other reasons? Do you feel that
tratie schools sliould require students to pke
courses in the more secure ond.lucraVe fields
even if their interest lies elsewhere? Even if .

they are likely to sufferdiscrimination in these
fields?
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Discussion questions for
"Cultural Values"
1. Some cultural practices may seem physically or

psychologically harmful to members of the
culture or to outsiders. Examplesinight be when
one cste or sex is subordinated to another or
when religiods parents refuse to get medict1
help for a sick child/ Should a teacher openly
question these values and present alternative
points of view? .

2. When Maria Soto's sister fell behind in school,
the counselor said; "She's Latin. She wil4 soon
be married, There's no need for her to excel in
school." Discuss specific situations that have
made you aware okultural bias toward students,
of a particular ethnic group, religion, income
leve1, or home situation.

3. Many young people, like the student panelists,
feel torn between the expectatidns of parents and
peers%particularly in regard to dating pfactices.
Do you feel that frank classroom discussions of
families, friendships, and sexuality would be
helpful or' upsetting to most of your students?
How can teachers prevent such dkscussions from
lapsing into harmful gossip?
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Anne Grant won the Emmy Award for writing the television special The Americtin Amin: Portraits of
Courage, and she was executive prOclucer'of the series, Jill and Jack/Fiction and Fact. Since 19Y0, when Anne
edited NOW's Report onex Bias in the Public Schools, she and her husband, Methodist minister Phil West,
have been actively involved in worrien's issues. Phil and their children, Lars and Adam Grant-West contributed:
many of their own experiences and ideas to this manual.

Pat Sullivan has been fascinated with telellision since she was a child, and she ciuickly expanded her work as
an English teacher into the field of media studies, She designed an elective course for New York City high
khool.stucitnts to write and produce their oWn riws programs, soap operas, comedies, and variety shows. Pat
'spent her summer months as a radio ne*s reporter before she went to WNYE-TV to produce and host the
television seriesfill and Jack/Fiction and Fact
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opon. Cheri Cross is an art directoZ at Corporate Ann1 Reports, where she supervises the design of publications 1(.)r

client cc;mpanies. In her former position as an ad rtising manager, she created print and media campaigns to
publicize a variety of products from feature films to intertiational tours by Musical artists.
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Carole Kowalchuk worked extensively as a textbook illustrator in Canada and the United States before join-
ing the.art sfaff at Rolling Stone magazine. She fills her spare time with free-lance assignments designing and
illustrating record album covers, children's books, cookbooks, and craft manuals.
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